Introduction
============

Diabetic retinopathy is a leading cause of blindness and low vision in the US. Patients with diabetic retinopathy can develop retinal microaneurysms (MAs), which is the first clinical sign of diabetic retinopathy, and can lead to macular edema, resulting in loss of vision.[@b1-opth-10-1791],[@b2-opth-10-1791] Notably, the total number of MAs is an indication of likelihood of future retinopathy.[@b1-opth-10-1791],[@b3-opth-10-1791]--[@b5-opth-10-1791] Thus, the detection and calculation of the number of MAs in diabetic eyes is key to management of diabetic retinopathy.[@b6-opth-10-1791],[@b7-opth-10-1791] To diagnose nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR), ophthalmologists can identify MAs by analyzing fluorescein angiography (FA) fundus images. This method is reliable, but is invasive to patients, as they must receive an intravenous injection in order to visualize the MAs. Patients who have had a previous life-threatening reaction to an angiogram, or those with unstable severe cardiopulmonary disease may be precluded from this examination due to the potential life-threatening risk.[@b8-opth-10-1791]

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a noninvasive, noncontact method that allows measurement of retinal thickness and volume. Spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT) is widely available, provides clear resolution of individual retinal layers, and has been used to explore key pathological processes.[@b9-opth-10-1791]--[@b11-opth-10-1791] In recent years, researchers have explored the potential of using SD-OCT to detect MAs.[@b12-opth-10-1791]--[@b14-opth-10-1791] Preliminary studies have shown that SD-OCT is a reliable measure and correlates well to concurrent FA images.

SD-OCT yields a horizontal or vertical cross-sectional view of the retina, much like a histological section.[@b15-opth-10-1791] But the quality of the view is limited by how many sections can be taken per minute -- the more sections, the more accurate. Commercial SD-OCT systems have scan speeds of \~27,000--70,000 A-scans/s, compared to a more recent technology, swept-source OCT's (SS-OCTs) 100,000 A-scans/s.[@b16-opth-10-1791] This allows SS-OCT to perform faster acquisition of B-scans, allowing wide field B-scans incorporating both the optic nerve and macula in high resolution. In both wide field scans and in smaller fields of view, SS-OCT may be able to obtain more densely sampled scans, which take full advantage of the transverse resolution of OCT imaging. When en face retinal sections are made, the high-resolution B-scans of SS-OCT are able to show MAs on a plane similar to that of FA. In contrast, SD-OCT would not be able to construct such a high resolution two-dimensional view of the entire macular area with all MAs in one plane. With the much faster point sampling speed of each slab in SS-OCT, the possibility of detecting MAs in the same frame as FA is within reach. Our goals were to determine whether SS-OCT and FA are comparable in detection of MAs in NPDR patients, and to explore if SS-OCT is a viable, noninvasive alternative to FA for the diagnosis of NPDR.

Patients and methods
--------------------

A prospective comparison of FA and SS-OCT images in patients with NPDR was performed after approval from the Stanford University Human Subjects Institutional Review Board. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants after explaining the nature and potential consequences of the study. All research was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, and all local, regional, and national laws.

For the purposes of this study, patients were classified as having NPDR if one or more MAs were detected on dilated fundus examination and/or FA. SS-OCT images were acquired in 17 eyes with NPDR using a prototype SS-OCT device (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA, USA) with a laser wavelength centered at 1,060 nm and an acquisition speed of 100,000 A-scans/s. 3×3×3 mm^3^ raster scans were obtained centered on the fovea (512 A-scans/B-scan, 512 B-scans/cube, 1,500 pixels of depth). Sequential patients who presented with NPDR to the Byers Eye Institute at Stanford were prospectively consented and enrolled into this study. Sequential restricted summed voxel projections, or "slabs", were created with a thickness of 4 μm through the cube and the images registered with intravenous FA images were obtained at the same visit. Registration was accomplished by manual alignment of retinal vessels identified on the FA and the SS-OCT slabs. MAs were identified on SS-OCT slabs as highly reflective circular structures and were correlated to MAs identified on early frame FA images within the area of the FA that was registered to the OCT field of view (a 3×3 mm^2^ area centered on the fovea). Representative images are shown in [Figure 1](#f1-opth-10-1791){ref-type="fig"}.

Number of MAs detected on FA was then compared to number of MAs detected on SS-OCT for the same area in the eye, and the number of MAs on the two detecting devices was compared using Wilcoxon rank sum test as well as Wilcoxon rank sum test using the eyes as identification. All tests were performed on JMP statistical analysis software (JMP^®^, Version 11. SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA, 1989--2007). *P*\<0.05 was taken as significant.

Results
=======

MAs were identified in SS-OCT slabs in 15 of 17 eyes, resulting in a NPDR diagnosis rate of 88% compared to the 100% by FA (the gold standard). MAs were not observed to be associated with retinal edema or fluorescein pooling or leakage. A mean of 20.9 slabs (SD 3.0) were analyzed in each eye. The mean number of MAs identified on each FA was 11.7 (SD 11.9, range 1--38). The mean number of MAs identified via SS-OCT slabs was 8.1 per cube (SD 9.3, range 0--30). The two cases with no SS-OCT MA detection had only one MA identified on FA. Ultimately, the total number of MAs detected on SS-OCT was 68.8% of the total number of MAs identified on FA. This value was calculated by taking MAs detected on FA as the denominator, and total MAs detected on SS-OCT as the numerator ([Table 1](#t1-opth-10-1791){ref-type="table"}).

Overall, SS-OCT and FA are able to detect a similar number of MAs if judged by comparing the detected number of MA across the eyes. However, if judged by detecting MAs as a whole, SS-OCT consistently detected less than FA detected (Wilcoxon rank sum test, *P*=0.0009) with SS-OCT detecting a mean of 3.65 fewer MAs. This translates to an overall MA detection rate of 68.8% as compared with FA. FA is thus able to pick up slightly more total MA than SS-OCT, on average, three more MAs for a given eye. However, the difference was not statistically significant, as the Wilcoxon rank sum test yielded a *P*-value of 0.2995. Eyes with a large number of MAs tended to have a larger difference in the number of MAs detected on SS-OCT and FA. Therefore, although SS-OCT may be useful for diagnosing the presence of NPDR when few MAs are present, use of SS-OCT to stage NPDR should take into account that total MAs in the eye may need to be adjusted to account for the relationship between MAs seen on OCT versus on FA.

Discussion
==========

FA has been the established method for detecting MAs for the diagnosis of NPDR for many years. However, this technique is invasive and some patients cannot undergo this examination due to general health conditions.[@b8-opth-10-1791],[@b17-opth-10-1791] In the last decade, there have been reports of successfully using SD-OCT to detect MAs in NPDR.[@b12-opth-10-1791]--[@b14-opth-10-1791] In particular, these groups found that SD-OCT correlated well to FA findings of MAs characteristic of NPDR. With technology moving toward noninvasive diagnostic techniques, OCT has proven to be a promising method to further investigate for diagnosis of NPDR.

This study examined whether the SS-OCT might be an alternative method to detect MAs for the diagnosis of NPDR. After analyzing MAs on FA and SS-OCT for each eye, it was determined that the two methods are comparable, with an overall SS-OCT NPDR diagnosis rate of 88% when using FA detection as the gold standard for comparison. On average, three to four fewer MAs were detected on SS-OCT than on FA, and there was no statistically significant difference in total number of MAs detected between the two devices. Thus, SS-OCT has the benefit of being able to detect MAs at a level close to using FA, while also having the benefit of being a less invasive process.

The draw of SS-OCT extends beyond its noninvasive nature. SS-OCT is able to detect MAs that may go unnoticed on FA because SS-OCT also allows us to detect MAs that do not have flow in them. In clinical practice, an MA can be confused with an intraretinal dot hemorrhage (which would appear as blocking on an FA and be missed by FA). FA and the less-invasive OCT angiography (OCTA) can both identify an MA if the MA has active blood flow through it (ie, it fluoresces on FA, whereas a stagnant dot hemorrhage will not). However, if the MA is one that lacks active blood flow -- for example, a "clogged" MA -- then it will not show on FA or on OCTA but will show on SS-OCT.[@b18-opth-10-1791] SS-OCT can detect the MA because SS-OCT detects the light reflectivity index of various tissues instead of active blood flow. Even without flow, an empty MA will still appear on SS-OCT since it is still an extension of a blood vessel, which by nature will have greater reflectivity than surrounding retina.

Furthermore, SS-OCT is also novel compared to older methods of using SD-OCT to detect MA due to its high scan speed of 100,000 A-scans/s, compared to SD-OCTs ranging from 27,000 to 85,000 A-scans/s. Each A-scan is an image produced along the depth direction at one position of the scanned beam. Neighboring A-scans are then summed to produce an en face B-scan, with a similar view of the retina as in FA (note: B-scans can also be used to compose a planar cross-sectional view). The higher the A-scan speed, the easier it is to achieve high resolution in the ultimate B-scan image. The higher resolution of SS-OCT imaging allows for more accurate 3D reconstruction of the retina and choroid images. Smaller MAs that would have slipped through due to a slower A-scan speed in SD-OCT are more likely to be caught on SS-OCT with the better A-scan sampling, potentially diagnosing NPDR at earlier stages.

This study is the first to use SS-OCT to visualize MAs. To our knowledge, this is also the first study to compare SS-OCT visualization of MAs to FA visualization of MAs. We found that SS-OCT is able to detect comparable number of MAs as FA imaging, and could serve as a valuable and noninvasive tool to aid the diagnosis of NPDR. This is not to say that we should retire use of FA for detection of MAs (after all FA was able to detect more MAs per eye than SS-OCT), but rather that SS-OCT adds a new and interesting dimension in the visualization of FA, potentially revealing different MAs in the same eye that FA could not pick up. Thus, both FA and the novel SS-OCT can be used hand-in-hand for optimal diagnosis of NPDR via MA detection.

Our study is limited by its small sample size, lack of masking, and lack of multiple masked graders for the images. However, we hope that it will set the stage for larger masked studies analyzing the potential role of SS-OCT in noninvasive diagnosis of NPDR. In future studies, we also plan to explore the correlation between SS-OCT, SD-OCT, and FA for the diagnosis of NPDR through visualization of MAs on a large sample size. As OCT imaging technology achieves ever-evolving resolution and noise reduction, we also plan to examine individual MAs and their relative detection on SD-OCT, SS-OCT, FA, and color fundus images. With the further improvement of higher speed point sampling (more slabs within a given thickness), it may also be possible to apply SS-OCT imaging as a biomarker for population-based diabetic retinopathy screening initiatives. We hope that with further research, SS-OCT may someday be used independent of FA as a noninvasive diabetic retinopathy screening tool incorporated into yearly diabetic retinopathy screens. Patients in whom MAs are detected can then be followed closer for diabetic retinopathy management. Although our study shows that a drawback of SS OCT is not detecting as many total MAs as FA, SS-OCT carries the benefit of being less invasive than FA while also being able to diagnose NPDR at rates comparable to FA.
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![Identification of MAs on FA and SS-OCT.\
**Notes:** FA (**A**, **C**) and two of the corresponding SS-OCT slabs (average 21 slabs reviewed per eye) (**B**, **D**) of a right eye with nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy. **B** and **D** correspond to the area demarcated with the red box in **A** and **C** respectively. Representative MAs are noted with arrows in **A** and **B**. On SS-OCT, the MAs are shown as hyper-reflective dots. The SS-OCT device (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA, USA) used a laser wavelength centered at 1,060 nm and an acquisition speed of 100,000 A-scans/s. 3×3×3 mm^3^ raster scans were obtained, centered on the fovea (512 A-scans/B-scan, 512 B-scans/cube, 1,500 pixels of depth).\
**Abbreviations:** FA, fluorescein angiogram; MAs, microaneurysms; SS-OCT, swept-source optical coherence tomography.](opth-10-1791Fig1){#f1-opth-10-1791}

###### 

Comparison of detection rate of MAs by FA and SS-OCT

  Eye   Side                Slabs reviewed   MAs detected on FA   MAs detected on SS-OCT   \% Detected
  ----- ------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ------------------------ -------------
  1     OD                  21               13                   10                       76.92
  2     OS                  23               38                   30                       78.95
  3     OD                  17               1                    1                        100.00
  4     OS                  19               1                    0                        0.00
  5     OD                  16               6                    4                        66.67
  6     OS                  17               10                   5                        50.00
  7     OS                  21               11                   5                        45.45
  8     OD                  21               11                   7                        63.64
  9     OS                  28               25                   19                       76.00
  10    OD                  21               1                    0                        0.00
  11    OS                  21               5                    5                        100.00
  12    OD                  19               10                   2                        20.00
  13    OS                  19               1                    1                        100.00
  14    OD                  23               4                    3                        75.00
  15    OS                  22               3                    2                        66.67
  16    OD                  23               23                   17                       73.91
  17    OS                  25               36                   26                       72.22
        Total               199              137                                           
        MA detection rate   68.84%                                                         
        NPDR Dx rate        88.24%                                                         

**Notes:** Of the 17 eyes, each eye had MAs analyzed by FA and SS-OCT. In the % detected column, FA diagnosis of MAs is taken as the gold standard and the % of MAs seen on FA that were detected on OCT was calculated.

**Abbreviations:** FA, fluorescein angiography; MAs, microaneurysms; NPDR, non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy; OD, right eye; OS, left eye; SS-OCT, swept-source optical coherence tomography.
